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LYMPH-LIGHT THERAPY FOR LYMPHATIC DETOXIFICATION 
 

Clinical research has proven that a photon particle light beam generator utilizing 

neon/argon gases at a certain frequency range creates a negative ionization, which break-

up lymph stasis.  

 

Proteins bonding in the lymph system create an obstacle in the free flow of lymph 

circulation. The ionizing force created by the Lymph-Light Therapy, using the Blossom 

Hill Lustre ’99 PC, causes protein clusters to repel or separate. Therefore, trapped blood 

protein clusters are broken up and unobstructed lymphatic flow is re-established. This 

allows the therapist to perform a manual massage on the tissues that are more pliable 

because they are in a state of free flow, which is an ideal state for effective treatments.  

 

Lymph Light Therapy is a non-invasive, safe, highly effective and comprehensive 

therapy for traditional and alternative healing approaches. No other method currently in 

use appears to be as effective and safe as the Lymph-Light Therapy. At present it is the 

most advanced method know and after 18 years of clinical research and therapy, has no 

known side effects when well trained therapists perform the procedure.  

 

If the body’s metabolic and waste removal systems are not functioning properly, the 

health of the entire human system will be adversely affected. For this reason it is advised 

to cleanse the bowels with a skilled high enema or Colon Hydrotherapy Treatment.   

 

Restoring the unobstructed lymphatic circulation results in the enhancement of the 

immune system. As such, Lymph-Light Therapy may effectively influence various 

ailments such as immune suppressant disorders, fibro-cystitis, general fibromyalgia and 

general inflammatory or infectious conditions of the blood, soft tissue, intestines and 

pulmonary system. It can also produce results with weight problems, cellulite, aging and 

other degenerative conditions. It’s importance cannot be emphasized enough for the 

prevention and maintenance of good health.  

 

Additionally, it is of value to any practitioner or individual involved in the esthetic field 

of being an effective adjunct to any health or beauty therapy.  

 

For more information or to schedule an appointment contact:  

Thermo-Tech Inc. (209) 881-3044 


